Synonymous Mutations Add a Layer of Complexity in the Diagnosis of Human Osteopetrosis.
Autosomal recessive osteopetroses (AROs) are rare, genetically heterogeneous skeletal diseases with increased bone density that are often lethal if left untreated. A precise molecular classification is relevant for the patient's management, because in some subgroups hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), which is the only curative therapy, is contraindicated. In two unrelated ARO patients, the molecular analysis revealed the presence of a synonymous variant in known ARO genes, namely in the TCIRG1 gene in one patient and in the CLCN7 in the other patient, predicted to impact on the splicing process. In the latter case, sequencing of the transcript confirmed the splicing defect, whereas in the former, for whom an RNA sample was not available, the defect was reconstructed in vitro by the minigene technology. These results strongly suggest that these synonymous changes were responsible for the disease in our patients. Our findings are novel with respect to ARO and add to the few reports in literature dealing with different diseases, underlining the importance of cDNA analysis for the correct assessment of exonic changes, even when exome sequencing is performed. In particular, we highlight the possibility that at least in some cases ARO is due to synonymous changes, erroneously considered clinically silent, in the genes already described in literature, and suggest carefully reevaluating the sequencing results of these genes when mutations are not found at a first analysis. In addition, with respect to the CLCN7 gene, we suggest that synonymous variants might also contribute to the large spectrum of severity typical of CLCN7-dependent osteopetrosis through more subtle, but not negligible, effects on protein availability and functionality. © 2016 American Society for Bone and Mineral Research.